
DECEIT at the SUMMIT: Part 1

Hurry before HAC takes Schaap’s falsehood down from the internet, once his bold deception is exposed! Go to 
hylesandersoncollege.com and watch the end of Phil Pins’s ‘Summit’ presentation and Schaap’s deceiving conclusion 
regarding Pins’s chart. (Watch this disappear like Schaap’s Mar. 4, 2009 sermon.)

In Schaap’s efforts to divest your Holy Bible of its inspiration, he has chosen the secular definition (breath) of pneuma, 
instead of the spiritual and Biblical definition (spirit). His definition sets up a straw man to prove that the King James 
Bible is not inspired. Once erected, he logically contends that God did not speak (with speech’s component ‘breath’) to 
the KJB translators. If the Biblical definition ‘spirit’ is retained, no such audible ‘breath-producing’ speech is required for 
God to lead the translators by his indwelling Spirit. The new book, Hazardous Materials (http://www.avpublications.com 
) shows that  pneuma (theopneustos) is never translated as ‘breath’ or ‘breathe,’ except of course in the corrupt NIV 
and Calvinist-produced ESV. 

On July 14, 2009, at the so-called ‘KJV Summit’, Hyles-Anderson College Greek professor Phil Pins presented this 
chart to garner support for Schaap’s definition (and the modern version rendering) of theopneustos as ‘God-breathed.’ 
Pins listed corrupt lexicographers from the 20th century who define theopneustos as ‘God-breathed.’ Pins interspersed 
these men with good historic translators who used the Biblical root ‘spir’ for ‘Spirit,’ as does the KJB. Note from the 
chart that the lexicographers generally say ‘God-breathed’ and the old translators  never say it.  I have added color to 
distinguish the old translators (yellow background) from the lexicographers (orange background).
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Coverdale inspired of God 

Geisler and Nix God-breathed 

Great Bible inspired of God

House God-breathed

Rice God-breathed

Tyndale inspired of God

Vine inspired of God

Warfield God-breathed

Wuest God-breathed

Wycliffe inspired of God

Young inspired of God

Zodhiates divinely breathed

http://www.avpublications.com/


 WHEN Pins sat down, Jack Schaap got up and said, 

 

“He just showed you how Tyndale, Wycliffe, Coverdale. He just 
showed you how all the English Bibles, the ones the King James 
Bible translators used, all say God-breathed, God-breathed, God-
breathed, breathed by God, God-breathed, breathed by God, 
God-breathed…You start building your theology on a woman telling you that these 
men didn’t know what they were talking about. I gotta give you a brand new translation, 
new words. Fellows why don’t you just start your own cult…?” 

LET us look at Pins’s chart again. Observe:

 

§ “Tyndale, Wycliffe, [and] Coverdale” did not say “God-breathed.” 

§ “[A]ll  the English Bibles,  the ones the King James Bible translators used”  [Great,  Tyndale,  Coverdale,  and 
Wycliffe] did not say “God-breathed.” 

 
Go back and read Schaap’s statement.

Go back and read Pins’s chart. 

The only people who said “God-breathed” are 20th century authors and lexicographers.

The early translators and translations do not use “God-breathed,” as Schaap states.

 

Schaap has just pulled the wool over the eyes of his audience, with nary a peep. 

(Or is he so unfamiliar with the subject that he thinks Geisler, Nix and the others are early translators!).

 

SINCE Schaap mentioned ‘cults,’ let’s look at the main characteristics of a cult.

 

§ Their members unquestionable accept what the leader says as truth.

§ They are held in sway by the emotion-laden oratorical powers of the leader. 

 

Schaap dishonestly built his case, that he and his definition ‘God-breathed,’ follows “all the English Bibles,” when it 
follows  none  of  them!  He  holds,  moves  and  convinces  his  audience  with  this  fabrication,  coupled  with  mind-
manipulating and emotion-eliciting words (e.g. cult, Mary Baker Eddie etc.). 

 
Hitler-like assuredness is the posture of the politician who seeks to enhance his believability and consequently his 
number of followers. Persuasive speech, which carries misinformation in its content, becomes dangerous when the 
audience’s  guard  is  down.  Thousands  of  men  saw  Pin’s  chart  at  the  Summit  or  on  the  internet.  They  were 
defenselessly, listening, not to what Schaap actually said, but to his confident tone, echoed on walls which in the past 
had resonated truth. Such unchallenging acceptance provides fertile ground for a cult. (Schaap brought up the word 
‘cult,’ not I.)



SCHAAP’S ‘Summit’ promised to give the “Historic Baptist Position.” Six non-Baptists or new version proponents and 
only one good Baptist are used to generate support for his definition, ‘God-breathed.’ All of Pins’s lexicographers are 
corrupt (See Hazardous Materials for documentation).

 

Pins’s Chart                (expanded)
 

Author 2 Tim. 3:16 
definition of 
theopneustos

Background Century

Coverdale inspired of God  16th

Giesler and 
Nix

God-breathed Catholic ‘Notre Dame’ University Ph.D.

(‘Our Lady,’ talk about following a woman!)

20th

Great Bible inspired of God  16th 

House God-breathed Editor of NKJV Nelson Study Bibles; among 
authors, like LaVey of the Satanic Bible, for HarperCollins’ 
subsidiary Zondervan, owner of NIV printing righs.

20th 

Rice God-breathed Good man who unknowingly borrowed 
definition from a bad lexicon

20th 

Tyndale inspired of God  16th 

Vine inspired of God Member of the ‘Brethren’ denomination, 
which denies the existence of the office of 
‘pastor.’ Like Mac Arthur, Vine denies that 
the blood saves.

20th 

Warfield God-breathed Presbyterian Calvinist who was first to say 
only the ‘originals’ were inspired.

20th 

Wuest God-breathed Methodist Calvinist who uses the corrupt 
Greek text. He omits “through his blood” 
and says Phoebe was a “deaconess”!

20th 

Wycliffe inspired of God  16th



Young inspired of God Self-taught printer 20th

Zodhiates divinely 
breathed

Calvinist who uses a corrupt Greek

Orthodox text. He was sued for “copyright 
infringement” by NIV editors. He 
recommends the bloodless CEV and 
corrupt NASB.

20th


